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Conclusions
by
Bart Dessein*
Concluding an international conference that has dealt with issues of ‘wis­
dom’, ‘politics’, and their relation in a geographically-expanded area stretch- 
ing ffom the Ottoman empire to the island state of Japan and contemporary 
Thailand in Southeast Asia is not an easy task. The difficulty of it is, of 
course, related to the cultural diversity and the peculiar historical back- 
grounds and tfaditions which have shaped ‘wisdom’ and ‘politics’ in the 
individual countries and nation-states that form this geographical expanse, 
but it is forther complicated by our approach to these issues, and by the way 
our approach is shaped by our own historical background and tradition.
I will illustrate this with an example taken from research conducted at the 
Ghent Centre for Buddhist Studies of Ghent University on the revival of Bud- 
dhism and the (re)shaping of a ‘Buddhist identity’ in contemporary China. The 
beginnings of academie research on Buddhism in Europe date back to the 
nineteenth century. It has been shown that nineteenth century European Bud- 
dhological research was fundamentally driven by a ‘Christian’ attitude: in the 
same way as philological research on the holy texts of Christianity had trad- 
itionally endeavoured to reconstruct the history of the Christian faith back to 
the time of Jesus, nineteenth century Buddhological research aimed at recon- 
structing the history of Buddhism back to the figure of the historical Buddha. 
This was done through philological analysis of Buddhist texts in Pali and San- 
skrit. Neglecting all those clements that did not fit into the Christian-shaped 
framework and premises of religious development, the endeavour to recon­
struct ‘original Buddhism’ in fact resulted in the ‘creation’ of a Buddhist his- 
toriography which was mirrored in the history of Christian faith [1]**. This 
‘Buddhist construct’, in. turn, informed Buddhist identity in Asia. The latter 
phenomenon became particularly prominent when, as one aspect of the
* Member of the Academy; Faculty of Arts and Philosophy, Ghent University, Blandijnberg 
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** Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to the notes and references, p. 114.
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European colonial enterprise, the Christians inspired the concept according to 
which a ‘religion’ should be encroached on the Asian traditional concept of 
‘popular belief’ and Asian societies reclassified and reorganized their trad­
itional 'religions’ in a reaction to adjust themselves to European ‘modemiza- 
tion’ [2], The creation of a ‘religieus identity’ is, however, not only the product 
of a negotiation with other traditions, but also of a negotiation with one’s own 
past. As stated by Anthony Kemp, “A sense of time is fiindamental to human 
thought to the extent that the past must be invoked in order to establish any 
present ideology, even one that involves a discounting of the past. All ideo- 
logies are fundamentally descriptions not of a present state, but of a past his- 
toxy” [3], This implies that also Buddhist modemity will be influenced by the 
particular histoiy of Buddhism in a given region and therefore by the peculiar 
mutual influence social and political structures and Buddhism may have had 
on each other. History and modem life — the contemporary condition humaine 
■—• in China are indeed different from history and modem life in India, Japan, 
or Thailand. This diversity is coiroborated in interviews conducted with Bud­
dhist nuns in contemporary China which revealed that, although nuns may 
generally claim that traditional mies for monastic conduct should be adapted 
. to modem Chinese usage, they occasionnally also refer to (an undefïned) ‘trad- 
ition’ to justify monastic conduct. ‘Tradition’ therefore appears to remain an 
important facet of contemporary ‘identity building’ [4], '
What the above example shows is that ‘tradition’ is an important identity 
marker both in the West and in the East, and that this ‘tradition’ is not an 
‘absolute value’. This is, in my opinion, a fïrst major conclusion that can be 
drawn from today’s conference on traditional wisdom and political expression. 
In its characteristic of not being ‘absolute’, tradition opens up the way to the 
field of the myth and the divine. The importance of this was briefly summari- 
zed by Martin Kern as follows: “Through remembrance, history tums into 
myth”, whereby “it does not become unreal but, on the contrary, and only then, 
reality in the sense of a continual normative and formative force” [5],
As a nonnative and formative force, tradition provides the present with a 
sense and the present only attains a sense because it is founded in an — 
imagined or unimagined — past. This is a second conclusion that can be drawn 
from today’s conference. For the concrete Chinese case, this phenomenon has 
been studied by Wolfgang Bauer, among others. For China, a country in which 
inherited wisdom and politics have always been intricately connected (and 
contemporary China is no exception to this), W. Bauer claimed, “[W]as [...] 
die chinesische Philosophie darüber hinaus mit der Vergangenheit verband, 
war der mekwarts gewandte Bliek, der sie von Anbeginn charakterisierte. Die
chinesische Philosophie c 
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